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CHAPTER 3 

COST OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM SET-UP 

3.1 Mathematical Formulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Span design 

Cost optimization of power line design was mathematically formulated as a 

minimization problem. A span of Xi to Xi+1 was considered for formulation as shown 

in Figure 3.1. Starting tower of the span is fixed at Xi where, the ground height from 

reference line is Zi. Starting tower height is hi. An object with height of hobject is 

present at point X, where ground height at that point is Zx. The object needs a 

clearance of Clx. End tower of the span has been fixed at Xi+1 where ground height is 

Zi+1. End tower height could be decided as hi+1 by placing the catenary curve, while 

maintaining required ground clearance from point Xi to Xi+1and required object 

clearance to the object at X.  

Considering above explained design as a basic design for particular span, cost 

optimization problem was formulated as described below. Description of the list of 

symbols used is given with the formulation. 
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List of symbols used for formulation 

Xtower  =an ordered set of tower sites 

Xtest  = an ordered set of test sites 

htower  = an ordered set of available tower heights (to the bottom cross arm) 

x  = the horizontal distance from the beginning of the tower line section 

z(x)  = the ground elevation above sea level at any point x along the profile 

T7  = maximum horizontal tension of the conductor at 70C 

W  = unit weight of conductor 

V(x)  = the elevation above sea level of the lowest conductor of the line at x 

T75  = horizontal tension of the conductor at 750C 

Cl(x)  = required clearance from the ground or any other object at x 

 

The problem can be formulated as follows, 

The set of tower sites to be chosen, 

Xtower = {xi| i= 1, 2, ……….. M, and xi-1<xi}   (3.1) 

From a set of test sites, 

Xtest = {xi| j= 1, 2, ……….. N, and xj-1< xi}   (3.2) 

Xtowershould be selected from Xtestsuch a way as to minimize the cost function, 

∑ 𝑪𝑪(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊,𝑴𝑴
𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏 𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊)      (3.3)  

Where the tower height hi at xi is selected from  

htower = {hk | k=1, 2, ……….. P, and hk-1 <hk}   (3.4) 

 

If the foundation cost differences are neglected, the cost function simplifies to, 

∑ 𝑪𝑪(𝑴𝑴
𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏 𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊)      (3.5) 

Cost function is to be minimized subject to following constraints, where x0=0 and h0 

is specified; 
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(a) A maximum wind span constraint (where,Swind=maximum allowable wind span), 

(Xi+1 – Xi-1)/2  ≤Swind       (3.6) 
 

(b) A maximum weight span constraint (where,Swgt = maximum weight span), 

(3.7) 
(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊−𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊−𝟏𝟏)

𝟐𝟐
− 𝑻𝑻𝟕𝟕

𝒘𝒘
�(𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏−𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊)+(𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏−𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊)

(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏−𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊)
� − 𝑻𝑻𝟕𝟕

𝒘𝒘
�(𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊−𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊−𝟏𝟏)+(𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊−𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊−𝟏𝟏)

(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊−𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊−𝟏𝟏)
�   ≤   Swgt

    

(c) A clearance constraint,        

𝑽𝑽(𝒙𝒙)   =   
𝒘𝒘

𝟐𝟐𝑻𝑻𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕
(𝒙𝒙 − 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊)(𝒙𝒙 − 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏)  +   

(𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏 + 𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏) − (𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊 + 𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊)
(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏 − 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊)

(𝒙𝒙 − 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊)   

+   (𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊 + 𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊) 

Where,xi ≤ x ≤ xi+1,Zi=Z(xi) and the actual clearance, 

 V(x) – Z(x) >Cl(x)      (3.8) 

Implementing derived mathematical formulation by means of data processing 

includes, doing tower spotting subject to above constraints with aid of data 

processing while optimizing total investment. In the development, a Dynamic 

Programming approach was identified as the basis of data processing.  

 

3.2 Data Processing Program Set-Up 

3.2.1 Application of Dynamic Programming 

In mathematics, computer science and economic, dynamic programming is a method 

of solving complex problems in a simple way by breaking down the problem in to 

simpler sub problems. Dynamic programming is normally applicable to problems 

which exhibit the properties of overlapping sub problems and optimal structure. 

Dynamic programming methods get less time consumed. In Dynamic Programming, 

different parts of the problem are solved as sub problems and then need to combine 

the solutions gained by those sub problems to gain an overall solution. Therefore, 

dynamic programming acts as both mathematical optimization and a computer 

programming method.  
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A problem with N decision variables can be transformed in to N sub problems. If we 

have survey profile adequately prepared for transmission line and ready to design the 

line by using a structure family with availability of M different heights, if number of 

spans for the section is approximately K, then M(K+1) possibilities are available for 

design. In accordance with the combinations of tower heights used, number of spans 

for the section is again changed from combination to combination giving different 

costs for each different design.  

In this development, different combinations of structure heights have been selected 

as sub problems for programming and those combinations were named as “Tower 

configurations’. For a selected tower configuration, the span design is carried out 

such that, maximizing span length for each designing span, subject to design 

constraints (a), (b) and (c) stated in Equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) of this report.  

 

3.2.2 Program Set-up 

In the set-up of developed technique for cost optimization of power line design, the 

tower spotting is performed analytically and digitally taking care of all relevant 

design parameters while optimizing the tower spotting. Since, angle points along the 

selected route are fixed points for tower locations and only the height of angle towers 

is to be selected at tower spotting stage, the design and optimization is done section 

by section and not for the whole line at once. 

Basic activities done on data preparing for optimization of tower spotting are,  

• Arrange profile data of the section from starting of the section to end of the 

section in ascending order with distance from section starting point.  

• Definition of steel structure family used for particular project with their 

types, heights and available body extensions. 

• Definition of steel structure characteristic parameters such as wind span, 

weight span and maximum spans.  

• Determination as accurately as possible of associated investment for every 

structure type and height, taking in to account the equipment, like insulator 

sets, fittings and foundations as well as transportation to site and erecting. 
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• Definition of ranges which cannot be used for structure locations. 

• Input of features, locations and heights of crossed objects within the line 

corridor.  

Data processing program was developed as a Microsoft Excel Macro and the 

language used was Visual Basic provided in Excel Macros. Profile data and 

clearance data required for computations are recorded in a excel worksheet and by 

using the developed visual basic user form, other required input can be entered. 

Program commands are given through visual basic Userform. In accordance with 

given commands, computations are carried out by data processing program by 

extracting profile data from the excel worksheet. Results of the computations also 

recorded on same excel worksheet and cost comparison is displayed on defined areas 

of Userform. Design computations of the program are carried out based on Tower 

Configuration method. Ten tower configurations have been defined for the program 

as explained in section 3.2.3 of this report. 
 

3.2.3 Tower Configurations  

As explained in section 3.2.1 of this report, Dynamic Programming is a method of 

solving complex problems by breaking down the main problem in to sub problems. 

Then, need to combine the solutions gained by those sub problems, to gain overall 

solution. In developed programming set-up, sub problem concept was implemented 

by tower configuration method.  

With a structure family which has three height levels, a span can be designed 

according to nine combinations for span starting tower and end tower. If the height 

levels of the family are h1, h2 and h3, then the combinations can be expressed as h1-

h1, h1-h2, h2-h1, h1-h3, h3-h1, h2-h2, h2-h3, h3-h2 and h3-h3.  

For a particular span design, the consideration is given for the three design 

constraints (a), (b) and (c) stated in Equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8). From those, (a) 

maximum wind span constraint and (b) maximum weight span constraint are double 

span constraints while (c) clearance constraint considers a single span. Based on 

above three design constraints, a double span design analysis was carried out 
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assuming a flat obstacle free terrain as the profile. For the analysis, structure family 

“Tower” was used which has maximum wind span and weight span values 

respectively 360m and 600m. ACSR Lynx was considered as the conductor. Span 

designs carried out considering only the clearance constraint are shown in Figure 3.2 

and the drawings have been carried out with 5:1 horizontal to vertical ratio. 

Tower types considered for use are, 

TDL+0 - Double circuit suspension/tension tower (14 m to lowest cross arm) -    P1 

TDL+3 - Double circuit suspension/tension tower with 3m tower body extension 

(17m from ground to lowest cross arm)    -    P2 

TDL+6 - Double circuit suspension/tension tower with 6m Tower body extension 

(20mfrom ground to lowest cross arm)    -    P3  

 
According to the analysis different double span designs shows different maximum 

double span lengths. Design 1 is with 3 basic height towers and the maximum double 

span length is 612m. Design 2, Design 3 and Design 4 shows maximum double span 

lengths 666m, 720m and 712m respectively satisfying all three design constraints. 

Design 5 and Design 6 allows a maximum span lengths of 764m and 940m 

respectively subjected to clearance constraint, but wind span constraint restricted 

both values to 720m. 

Analyzed six double span combinations gave different total costs values with 

different double span lengths. Therefore, per meter costs were calculated for the 

comparison. The comparison is appended in Table 2.8 and the lowest per meter cost 

for double span design is given by Design 2.  

In actual profile in accordance with profile variation availability of obstacles, section 

length and section starting and end tower angle types, the solution which gives 

lowest total cost is changed from section to section. Based on the nine combinations 

of tower heights for a single span as mentioned above, ten structure configurations 

were derived as shown in Table 2.9, for use in the data processing program for actual 

terrain profiles.  
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Double span design 1 = P1, P1, P1 

 

 
 

Double span design 2=  P1, P2, P1 

 

 

 

Double span design 3=  P2, P2, P2 

 

 

 

Double span design 4 = P1, P3, P1  

 

 

 

Double span design 5 = P2, P3, P2 

 

 

 

Double span design 6 = P3, P3, P3 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Double span designs 
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Table 2.8: Double span designs comparison 

Design Maximum double 
span distance 
maintaining 
clearance  

Maximum double 
span distance 

satisfying all three 
design constraints (m) 

Per meter 
cost (LKR) 

1. TDL+0, TDL+0, TDL+0  306×2 = 612  612 4047.00 
2. TDL+0, TDL+3, TDL+0  333×2 = 666  666 3907.00 
3. TDL+3, TDL+3, TDL+3  360×2 = 720  720 3958.00 
4. TDL+0, TDL+6, TDL+0  356×2 = 712  712 3774.00 

6. TDL+3, TDL+6, TDL+3  382×2 = 764  720 4076.00 

5. TDL+6, TDL+6, TDL+6  470×2 = 940  720 4312.00 

 

Table 2.9: Structure Configurations 

 

Structure configurations have been derived by using repetition of previously 

mentioned nine tower combinations. Since the data processing program design the 

line section by section, starting tower height for the next section is decided at the last 

section design, unless otherwise the designing section is the starting section of line. 

Therefore, the user has been allowed to select the starting tower of the section. The 

derived ten structure configurations are appended in Table 2.9. Basic structure is 

denoted by P1, while first body extended and second body extended structures are 

denoted by P2 and P3 respectively.  
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P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 
P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P3 P3 P3 P3 
P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 
P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P3 P3 P3 P2 
P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 
P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P3 P3 P3 P3 
P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 
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The design is automatically done by the program separately for tower configurations. 

Then the number of design solutions generated by the program is equal to number of 

tower configurations used. Program has the ability to automatically change last tower 

of the section, if given tower of the particular tower configuration over-designs the 

last span. Depending on results, for achieving further fine tuning, any of the towers 

of a tower configuration can be change to any other tower type, by the user of the 

program. Finally, based on cost comparisons, most economical solution is selected. 
 

3.2.4 Program User Interface and input/output set-up 

Program user interface was developed as a Visual Basic Userform. Data to be input 

to the program through userform should be entered in defined text boxes. User 

should use defined command buttons for giving commands to the program for 

required tasks. After processing of program, summary of the design results are 

displayed in defined text boxes of same userform. Figure 3.2 shows a screen print of 

developed user interface for the program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Program user interface 
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3.2.4.1 Profile Data Input 

In manual line design, the profile survey is carried out by surveyor along the decided 

line route and submits profile data to design engineer in two forms; as an Auto-

CADD drawing and as raw data of survey points in Excel work sheet. Angle points 

have been decided at the time of surveying and therefore profile data is measured 

section by section by the surveyor and separately recorded. This data is available as 

X, Y, Z coordinates. At the points where obstacles are present, the surveyor records 

obstacle height and type with X, Y, Z coordinates.  

The developed data processing program compatible with survey data provides for 

manual line design and only modification the user has to do is mapping the X, Y, Z 

coordinates to centerline (the line which connects starting tower point and the end 

tower point of line section). After mapping each survey point to the center line, the 

user is equipped with a section view of the terrain, which also consist obstacle details 

and attributes within the line corridor. This process equivalent to generate a profile 

drawing along the center line for given profile data in manual method, as shown in 

Figure 3.4. The figure shows profile view drawn for 11 survey points which two of 

them have obstacles present; a building is present at survey point 6 and low voltage 

power line is present at survey point 10.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: A profile view of 11 survey points 
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When program goes through automatic design process for tower configurations, 

profile survey points which were feed to the program at data input stage, acts as test 

sites for tower locations. Therefore input of more survey points increases accuracy of 

the design. Getting coordinates by each 5 m to 10 m distance improve the accuracy at 

a satisfactory level, and if it has not measured in those intervals, the user has to 

arrange in-between points by interpolating through measured survey points.  

Arranged profile data should be entered in Excel Worksheet under each specified 

category.  Figure 3.5 shows profile data input to the program, for the profile shown 

in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.5: Profile data input to program excel sheet 

First column of the sheet should contain point number index. This number acts as the 

survey point identification index for the program. Second column is horizontal 

distance d(i) in meters. This horizontal distance value is the distance to a particular 

survey point from starting point of the section and each survey point should be 

entered in to this column in ascending order with increasing distance from starting to 

end of the section. Third column comprise the ground height (Z coordinate) 

measured in each survey point. If any object is present at the survey point, this 

column should contain only the ground height where object is situated on, and object 
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height from ground should entered in fourth column. In fifth column, user should 

enter the type of terrain by defined terrain types on the excel sheet (e.g. 1=Normal 

Ground, 2= Roads). In sixth column required ground clearance for each survey point 

should be entered according to the terrain type. As an example, in medium voltage 

line design, standard clearance required for normal ground is 6.1 m and for roads is 

6.4 m [6].  The table of standard clearances for medium voltage lines is attached as 

Appendix 3. 

Seventh column should contain required obstacle clearances at points where 

obstacles present. The value should be ‘required standard clearance’ for particular 

object type. (e.g. 33 kV pole line crossing clearance = 3m, Building =3m). Value 

entered in this column is zero for all other survey points.  

 

3.2.4.2 Structure Parameters Input 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Text boxes for structure parameters input  

Structures parameters should be entered on the userforn in area 1 shown in 

Figure3.6.Different tower types are identified by the program by their height to 

lowest conductor attachment point. Program has the ability to manage with any 

structure type which has two body extension levels for the basic structure. As an 

example, if user designs the line with structure type “Tower”, following are the 

Area 1 
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parameters which should be entered to the program for basic structure, and for two 

body extension steps.  

Tower P1 height to lowest conductor attachment point = 14 m 

Tower P2 height to lowest conductor attachment point = 17 m 

Tower P3 height to lowest conductor attachment point =20 m 

3.2.4.3 Structure Cost Input 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Text boxes for structure cost input  

 

Structure cost data should be fed to the program through area 2 and area 3 of the 

userform shown in Figure 3.7.In area 2, within first three text boxes tower costs 

should be entered with cost for tower erection; for each structure type P1, P2 and P3, 

where P1 is basic structure, P2 is first body extended and P3 is second body 

extended. In fourth text box, foundation cost with accessories should be entered as a 

common value for all the tower types. Since, tower foundation cost difference is 

negligible for different body extension types, in here it is assumed that foundation 

and accessories cost for all the tower types is a common value. Fifth text box in the 

area 2 is for enter other line costs per kilometer which are not specified in the above 

Area 2 

Area 3 
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categories. In area 3, the starting and end tower types should be entered according to 

given legend in right side of text boxes and further their cost parameters should be 

entered in given text boxes. 

3.2.4.4 Conductor Parameters Input, Line Section Definition and Design 

Parameters Input 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Text boxes for conductor parameters, line section and design parameters input 

Conductor parameters input for the computations are done through area 4 shown in 

Figure 3.8.Conductor weight per unit length of conductor and horizontal tension of 

the conductor at design temperature of the line, at identified equivalent span should 

be entered in first two text boxes of the area. In next text box, user should enter 

section starting point index which is the index from the profile data sheet, which 

represents the survey point of section starting tower position.  

In fourth text box, maximum number of spans should be entered to prevent the 

program infinitely running if the user has mistakenly input some wrong data. In fifth 

text box of the area, limiting end point index which is the end tower location of the 

design section should be specified. By entering starting point index and end point 

index, the user defines the line section to be designed. Wind span and weight span 

limits for selected structure type; two of the main design constraints, should be 

entered in two text boxes shown in area 5 of the Userform as shown in Figure 3.8. 

Area 4 

Area 5 
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3.2.4.5 Tower Configurations Input 

While survey points of the terrain act as test sites for dynamic programming 

problem, different tower configurations provide test heights of the towers to the 

program. Data processing program separately do ten designs for the given terrain, 

based on defined ten tower configurations. Any tower type P1, P2, P3 of tower 

configurations can be change in to any other tower type through visual basic 

Userform, to achieve better results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Structure configurations 

 

3.2.5 Commands and Output 

Functions of defined command button on the Userform in achieving the cost 

optimized design result is explained in this section. 

“Multi Span Computation” Command 

When, “Multi span computation” command button is pressed, data processing 

program does designs for ten given tower configurations. Program displays the 

design results separately for the tower configurations in same Excel worksheet where 

we have entered the survey data input for the program. Figure 3.9 shows the results 

displaying format for a particular tower configuration.  
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Figure 3.10: Result displaying format for a tower configuration 

 

Design results are displayed in three columns for particular tower configuration. 

Column 1 records the conductor ground clearance for each surveyed ground point 

and column 2 records obstacle clearances for the points where obstacles are present. 

Third column records tower positions with the type of tower and it also shows the 

catenary lowest point of each designed span.  

In the mean time, pressing multi span computation command button further displays 

some more results on program Userform. Some of the results displayed on the 

Userform are a summary of the results displayed in worksheet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Result displaying on Userform for a tower configuration 
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Following summarized results are displayed in text boxes of Userform, under each 

tower configuration. 

1. Number of spans 

2. Total of span lengths in meters 

3. Number of type 1 towers 

4. Number of type 2 towers 

5. Number of type 3 towers 

6. Start of last span 

7. End of last span 

As an example, Figure 3.10 shows the results for a particular line section. By Tower 

configuration 1 (all the supports are basic towers) the design has been done with 12 

spans by using 13 basic towers. By tower configuration 2, the same section has been 

designed with 11 spans, by using 6 basic towers and remains 6 towers with 3m body 

extensions. 

Sixth and seventh text boxes show the starting and end point numbers of the last 

span. This result is useful for further fine tuning of the design at inappropriately 

shorter last span. Further to that the maximum weight span and maximum wind span 

with the location for each tower configuration is displayed on the Userform as shown 

in Figure 3.11 

 

Figure 3.12: Maximum wind span and weight span display 
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“Cost Computation” command 

This calculates the cost of construction for the designs done at previous step. 

Calculated costs are displayed on the Userform as shown in Figure 3.12. User can 

see the tower cost with erection, foundation cost, other line cost and the total cost, in 

separate text box sets, for designs by each tower configuration.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Results displaying for cost computation 

 

Other two command buttons on the Userform are “Erase all clearances”, which clears 

the existing results on excel worksheet and “End”, which ends the program and exit 

from the Userform.  

 

Tower type check and change commands 

Another set of command buttons are available in Userform for tower type check and 

change, which is useful in further fine tuning of results. As shown in Figure 3.13, 

three text boxes have been inserted as “Tower configuration”, “Span number” and 

“End point tower”. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Tower type check and change command buttons 

When, user insert a tower configuration number=m and span number=n, and press 

“Tower type check” command, program displays tower type of n+1th tower of mth 
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tower configuration in “End point tower” text box as P1, P2 or P3. The tower type at 

the said location can be change to any other tower type by clicking on any of the 

three command buttons, “Change to P1”, “Change to P2” or “Change to P3”. After 

changing the tower type at said location, the user can again do multi span 

computation and cost computation with changed tower in tower configuration. 

Manual changing of the tower types in a tower configuration is necessary at 

following situations. 

1. Program computation terminations – when the program running through a 

particular tower configuration and cannot meet a clearance to particular 

object with the said tower type, the program is terminated for that tower 

configuration and will move to next configuration. If user changes the tower 

type, only for the terminated point, the design process is continued again for 

the terminated tower configuration. 

e.g. When the designing 33 kV line crosses a medium voltage pole line with 

11.5m height, the 33 kV line requires another 3 m space to said pole line to 

maintain standard clearance. At that point, required minimum design height 

to bottom conductor is 14.5 m. If tower configuration 1 has only basic towers, 

the line cannot be designed at said point even with shortest possible span. 

 

2. Results fine tuning – result for a line section may sometimes contain 

inappropriately small last span. In such a situation, the user has provision for 

manually changes last span’s tower type for further optimizing. 

e.g. The design result for a 860 m section by tower configuration 1 (all are 

basic towers) is using 4 spans. The results show that, starting tower of 4th 

span has been placed at 850m point. Therefore, the last span is only 10m. 

Then, starting tower of last span can be manually changed to tower type P2 or 

P3 and design can be done again with only 3 spans. Therefore, in some 

occasions manual tuning further reduces the cost of automatic lowest cost 

solution.  
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Wind span and weight span display 

After multi span computation was done, the user can view wind span and weight 

span of any tower within any tower configuration. Two command buttons named as 

“Wind span” and “Weight span” are available for accomplish this task as shown in 

Figure 3.14. User should enter tower configuration number and the tower number, 

which should be viewed and press the command buttons to display those results.  

 

 

Figure 3.15: Wind and weight span display 

3.3 Program algorithm 

Program algorithm was developed as two steps which are activated by two 

commands. First step of the algorithm is to carrying out automatic spotting for ten 

tower configurations. In second step program calculates cost for the carried out 

designs. In this design process, program is undergone through several subroutines, 

calculations and decisions to carry out the program tasks.  

Multi span computation 

When all the profile data and design parameters are entered to the program, the user 

should press “Multi span computation” command on the Userform for start the 

design algorithm. The design process is done in two stages. First stage is initial line 

design for given tower configurations. Second stage is automatic end tower height 

optimization for each tower configuration. Program algorithm shown in Figure 3.15 

describes the initial design stage of the developed automatic design process. Figure 

3.16 shows program algorithm for end tower height optimization. Step by step 

summary of the algorithm is appended below. 

1. Program starts with user pressing “Multi span computation ” command 

button on the Userform 

2. Erases previous output data in text boxes of the Userform. 
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Multi Span Computation 
 

 
Subroutines 
 

S1 Erasing Previous output data 
S2 Extracting Tower Height, Tower cost details of 

required tower type & design parameters 
(Weight & wind span limits) 

S3 Initiate storage variables 
S4 Extracting terrain data point by point from the 

excel sheet (ground height, obstacle heights) 
and Extracting required clearances for each 
point 

S5 Initializing starting point of the section (j) 
S6 Clearing no of towers and span lengths 

storage 
S7 Clearing recorded values in the excel 

worksheet 
S8 Initializing the previous span values 
S9 Extracting height of start tower and end tower 

in selected configuration (Tcon) 
S10  Maximum sag point fixed at K 
S11 Recording obstacle and ground clearance 

values in excel work sheet S12 at survey 
points 

S13 Updating storage of span length, no of towers 
in each type, and recording lowest catenary 
point 

S14 Store the values j, K, L of this span for using in 
next span calculations 

S15 Recording all the final values for particular 
tower configuration 

SL1 Starting loop L1 
SL2 Starting Loop L2 
SL3 Starting Loop L3 
SL4 Starting Loop L4 
 

 
 
 

 
Loops 
 

L1 Starting loop for different tower 
configurations (Tcon) 

L2 Starting loop from first span for spans up to 
end point (SNO)  

L3 Loop for placing the maximum sag point of 
the curve at K (K= j+Basic Span to j in step -1) 

L4 Loop for placing span end tower at point L 
such as exceeding curve height by tower 
height (L= K+Basic span to K in step -1) 

L5 Loop for checking ground and obstacle 
clearances for all points from m=j to K   

L6 Loop for checking ground and obstacle 
clearances for all points from n=K to L 

 

Calculations 
 

M1 Calculate catenary constant 
M2 Compute the sag curve at 75oC 
M3 Calculating wind span and weight span and 

store the values 
 

 
Decisions 
 

D1 Weight span within limit?, Ground clearance 
satisfied at K 

D2 Wind span within limit? Tower height exceeds 
curve height? 

D3 Ground clearance satisfied all the points of 
left side half span 

D4 Obstacle clearance satisfied by all the points 
left half span 

D5  Ground clearance satisfied by all the points 
right half span 

D6 Obstacle clearance satisfied by all the points 
of right side half span 

D7 If K<j terminate the program recording up to 
previous span 

D8 IF j ≥ EP (End point) Stop the the computation 
 

Figure 3.16: Program algorithm for ‘Multi Span Computation’ command 

 

3. Extracts tower heights and tower costs entered on the Userform. 

4. Calculates the catenary constant for obtain conductor catenary equation, 

𝑆𝑆 = 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤2

2𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻
         (3.9)  

   Where, Catenary constant =  𝑤𝑤
2𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻
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Subroutines 
S16 Extracting end tower types 
S17 Change tower type to P2 
S18 Redo the multi span computation with P2 
S19 Keep original tower type 
S20 Keep modified tower type 
S21 Change tower type to P1 
S22 Redo the multi span computation with P1 
S23 Keep original tower type  
S24 Keep modified tower type  

S25  Multi span computation 
Decisions  
D9 End tower type P3? 
D10 Number of spans did not change? 
D11 End tower type P2? 
D12 Number of spans did not change? 
 
Loops 
L7 Loop for tower configurations  

 

 Figure 3.17: Section end tower height optimization 
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5. Initialize the storage variables equal to zero. 

6. Extracts profile data entered on excel worksheet. 

7. The program starts loop for structure configurations. Loop runs from 

configuration 1 to configuration 2, in single steps.  

8. Program runs within the loop for tower configuration number n. Program 

initialize the starting point of the section from profile data entered on excel 

worksheet.  

9. Clears previously recorded data on excel work sheet from calculations for 

tower configuration n-1.  

10. Initialize the parameters need from the previous span (for deciding a 

particular span length, program needs the parameters of previous span for 

calculating wind span and weight span). 

11. Starts the loop for spans. It starts from span number 1 and continue for any 

number of spans till the program detects end of the section or program 

termination. 

12. Assigns the heights of starting tower and end tower of the span number n. 

 

e.g.: Tower configuration 1 (All are basic towers): P1, P1, P1, P1,……….. 

Therefore,  

 Span 1 – Starting tower height = 14 m (P1), end tower height = 14 m (P1) 

At this stage, the program has extracted all the input parameters and next task is to 

start automatic line design through the given terrain. Program runs through several 

loops for placing catenary curve and the towers along the terrain as explained in 

detail. In Figure 3.16, the catenary and tower placement process is visualized. The 

program at this stage is equipped with (1) span starting tower height (h1), (2) span 

end tower height (h2), (3) terrain data for the span and (4) catenary curve equation at 

the design temperature. 

While catenary curve always touching the bottom conductor attachment point of the 

starting tower, program starts a loop for placing lowest point of conductor (maximum 

sag point of catenary) at point K, starting from the survey point where, basic span 

away from starting tower location (j) as shown in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.18: Tower spotting with location j as starting tower. K catinery lowest point 

placement; L span end tower placement 

Hence, survey points act as the test sites for placing catenary lowest point and span 

end tower. For each point K, program checks whether (1) the weight span satisfied, 

and (2) minimum ground clearance is satisfied at that point. If at least one constraint 

from above two is not satisfied at point K, then K reduced by one; K=K-1 towards 

the starting tower location and check again for the above two conditions. The process 

is repeated until program finds a K which satisfied both conditions on weight span 

and ground clearance. Then, the program temporary fixes the lowest catenary point 

at selected K. At this stage, program does not consider ground clearance and obstacle 

clearance throughout whole the span, and consideration is given for clearance at 

catenary lowest point only.  

If program could not find a K satisfying said conditions until it comes to starting 

tower location, the program will be terminated for that tower configuration and move 

to next tower configuration. After temporary fixing point K, next step is to find the 

span end tower position. Program equipped with the end tower height and it starts to 

place that tower beginning from basic span away from K, towards K, until it finds a 

j K L 

Towards j from 
basic span away 
from j 

Towards K from 
basic span away 
from K 
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point L where the tower height exceeds the conductor height at L, while satisfying 

the wind span constraint for starting tower. 

After temporary fixing conductor catenary lowest point and end tower location as 

explained, program checks ground clearance and obstacle clearance for all the survey 

points of left side half span from catenary lowest point. If curve does not satisfy 

ground or obstacle clearance for any of the left side half span survey points, then the 

program reduces K by one survey point (catenary lowest point is shifted to next 

survey point towards starting tower) and respectively again position the end tower 

point L.  

The process will continue until program finds a point K where ground and obstacle 

clearance for all the points on left side half span of the catenary is satisfied. After 

finding K, this process will again repeat for the conditions on right side half span of 

the catenary curve.  

When program finds K and L which satisfies required design constraints, program 

fixes those two points and records the clearance values on excel work sheet. In the 

meantime, program keeps the count of towers by each type and records wind and 

weight span values for each tower for future calculations.  

Then, program fixes next span starting point to previous end point L and move to 

designing of second span of the section. Previously explained process is repeated for 

next span to finds the catenary lowest point and span end tower position. Likewise it 

continues to design the line for particular tower configuration until it finds the end 

point of the section or a point away from end point as beginning of the next span.  

13. Program records the design results of tower configuration 1 in the Excel 

Worksheet and moves to computations on next tower configuration. 

14. Continues the process for the entire set of tower configurations and records 

the results on excel worksheet while displaying a summary on the program 

Userform. 

15. Program extracts section end tower type of each tower configuration and 

starts end tower height optimization.  
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16. If end tower is a second body extended tower for nth tower configuration, 

changes it to a first body extended tower. Repeat the design process with new 

end tower type. Check whether the number of spans increased and if 

increased changes the end tower type again to original type. If not increased, 

keeps the modification. 

17. If end tower is a first body extended tower for nth tower configuration, then 

change it to a basic height tower and repeat the step 16 explained above. 

18. After end tower modification is completed for all the tower configurations, 

redo multi span computation for modified.  

 

Cost computation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost Computation 
Subroutines 
S26 Extracting cost details of the required tower 

type 
S27 Extracting start and end tower angle type and 

cost details 
S28 Display tower cost details 

Loops 
L8 Loop for different tower configurations in cost 

calculation 
 
Calculations 
M4 Calculating Tower Costs 
 

Figure 3.19: Cost computation algorithm 
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When program returned the results on multi span computation, user should click on 

“Cost Computation” command button for calculating costs for each tower 

configuration. In cost computation, program extracts cost values of the tower types 

from Userform text boxes (where user has previously entered). Program extracts start 

and end angle tower cost values according to given angle type. Then, program 

calculates the cost values for each previously completed designs. The cost 

computation algorithm has been shown in Figure 3.17. Finally, program displays cost 

details as shown in Figure 3.12, for all tower configurations. User Guide for the 

developed program is attached as Appendix 5 of this report, which gives the 

guidance for input data preparing and processing of the program.   

3.4 Program Working Extends 

Horizontal range  

Horizontal range of the program is the possible range where ground and obstacle 

details recorded on the excel worksheet as shown in Figure 3.18. Program is able to 

cater with 1000 number of survey points to extract as the profile data input. If survey 

points are recorded for each 5 m distance averagely, the program can handle up to 

5km section at a time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Program horizontal range 
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When user enters profile survey data on excel worksheet, data should be continued 

beyond the section end point for design trial placement of end tower. The user can 

enter some fictitious data but should be matched with section terrain data up to end 

point, to prevent sudden terminations and incompatibility with the program. As an 

example, the user can continue section end point survey coordinates for about 

another basic span length of the terrain. 

Program allows setting the initial point and end point of design section. Hence, the 

user can enter survey data for entire line at once in the Excel Worksheet and do the 

design separately for each section by entering section horizontal range.  

Program limitations 

Program has following limitations on medium voltage line design.  

1. Program has provision to design line with tower types which have three height 

levels only.  

2. Fine tuning of last span for the lowest cost results should be done manually 

since, lowest cost solution at first try of the program may be further reduce by 

reducing last span structure body extensions.  

3. Program has the provision to automatically handle with ten tower configurations 

only at a time. If user needs to try for more configurations, those configurations 

could be tried separately while saving the solutions for previous set of tower 

configurations before trying the next set.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


